Abstract. We show that if the monodromy of an open book decomposition has sufficiently high displacement distance, acting on the loop and arc complex for a page, then it is the unique minimal Euler characteristic open book for the manifold. In particular, we show that such an open book induces the unique (up to isotopy) minimal genus Heegaard surface for the manifold, and that this Heegaard surface has cyclic mapping class group.
An open book decomposition of a compact, connected, closed, orientable 3-manifold M is a pair (L, π) where L ⊂ M is a link and π : (M \ L) → S 1 is a surface bundle map such that the closure of each page π −1 (t) is an embedded surface with boundary L. There is a surface F such that the closure of each page π −1 (t) is homeomorphic to F and the Euler characteristic of (L, π) is defined as the Euler characteristic of F . The link complement M \ L can be identified with the interior of the quotient F × [0, 1] by a homeomorphism φ : F × {0} → F × {1}, that restricts to the identity on ∂F . This map is called the monodromy of π.
Choose a collection of points m ⊂ ∂F , with one point in each component of ∂F . The marked curve complex C(F ) = C(F, m) is a simplicial complex with each vertex representing a properly embedded, essential simple arc or loop disjoint from m, modulo isotopy disjoint from m. (In particular, the endpoints of an arc cannot cross a point in m.) Two vertices bound an edge if they have disjoint representatives. If a set of vertices is pairwise connected by edges then the simplex bounded by these vertices is also in C(F ). The distance d(u, v) between vertices of C(F ) is the number of edges in the shortest edge path from u to v.
Because φ fixes ∂F pointwise, m × [0, 1] is sent to a collection of points in L with one point in each component. Moreover, φ determines an isometry of C(F ), which we will also denote by φ : C(F ) → C(F ). The displacement of φ is d(φ) = min{d(v, φ(v))}, where the minimum is over all the vertices of C(F ). Note that performing L corresponds to Dehn twisting φ along a loop parallel to the boundary of F . If we choose a very high surgery coefficient, the displacement in the arc and curve complex will be determined by the displacement in the loop-only curve complex.
The displacement d(φ) is analogous to the Hempel distance for a Heegaard splitting. Scharlemann and Tomova [14] proved that a Heegaard splitting of a 3-manifold M whose distance is greater than twice its genus is, up to isotopy, the unique minimal genus Heegaard splitting for M. Bachman-Schleimer [3] introduced the displacement map to prove a similar Theorem relating surface bundles to Heegaard splittings. We will prove an analogous theorem for open book decompositions. (When reading the Theorem, recall that Euler characteristic is, in general, negative.) By Giroux's correspondence [5] , every open book decomposition for M induces a contact structure on M and every contact structure is induced by a family of open book decompositions. A contact structure will be Stein fillable if and only if the monodromy map of some open book inducing the contact structure can be written as a composition of right handed Dehn twists [1] [5] [11] . By choosing right handed Dehn twists along a collection of loops that cut the surface into disks, we can construct a pseudo-Anosov map on any surface with Euler characteristic at most −2. By taking a suitably high power we can find a map whose displacement is arbitrarily high. Along with Theorem 1, this implies that Stein fillable contact structures induced by minimal open books are quite common: 2. Corollary. For every surface F with Euler characteristic χ(F ) ≤ −2, there is a 3-manifold M with a Stein fillable contact structure induced by a minimal open book decomposition whose pages are homeomorphic to F . − , H + ) where Σ ⊂ M is a compact, closed, separating surface and H − , H + ⊂ M are handlebodies with disjoint interiors whose union is M and whose common boundary is Σ. To prove Theorem 1, we consider a Heegaard surface Σ that consists of the union of L and two pages of the surface bundle. Because F ×I is homeomorphic to a handlebody for I an interval and F a surface with boundary, the union of any two pages bounds two handlebodies in M and thus determines a Heegaard splitting.
The mapping class group Mod(M, Σ) of a Heegaard splitting is the group of automorphisms of M that take Σ onto itself, modulo isotopies of M through homeomorphisms that keep Σ on itself. The isotopy subgroup consists of elements of Mod(M, Σ) that are isotopy trivial on M. For an open book (L, π), continuous rotation of the circle induce automorphisms of the surface bundle M \L. If Σ coincides with the preimages of two antipodal points in S 1 then a rotation by angle nπ will take Σ to itself for every integer n and interchange the two handlebodies for odd n. We will call this a book rotation of Σ. These elements of the isotopy subgroup of Mod(M, Σ) form a cyclic subgroup, which will be infinite order if and only if the monodromy map φ is infinite order (modulo isotopies of F fixing m). Theorem 1 is a corollary of the following: Note that a Heegaard splitting induced by an open book decomposition always has distance at most two, so Scharlemann-Tomova's theorem cannot be applied in this situation. In the Heegaard surface, the high distance occurs on the two subsurfaces defined by the two pages of the open book. This makes the result more along the lines of the subsurface projection distance bound in [10] . However, the subsurface distance on each of the two subsurfaces is zero. It is only when taking into account the fact that the two subsurfaces are linked, as defined in [12] , that one can formulate a notion of high distance in the Heegaard surface.
The proof of Theorem 3 is based on a combination of thin position techniques and double sweep-out techniques. These model the arguments in [14] , [3] and [7] , but with the sweep-out arguments modified and disguised as thin position arguments. We use Hayashi-Shimokawa thin position [6] within the framework of axiomatic thin position [8] .
We review thin position and the machinery of axiomatic thin position and the complex of surface in Section 1. Flat surfaces, as introduced in [9] , are defined and examined in Sections 2, 3 and 4. We generalize the machinery for finding essential flat surfaces from [9] to the present setting in Sections 5 and 6, then use these surfaces to find the distance bound in Sections 7 and 8. In the final Section, we bring these tools together to prove Theorems 1 and 3.
I thank Ken Baker for pointing out the connection between this work and contact structures.
Thin position
We first review the definition of thin position for a surface with respect to a link L ⊂ M, in terms of the complex of surfaces.
A two-sided (possibly disconnected) surface S ⊂ M is strongly separating if the components of M \ S can be labeled + and − so that each component of S is the frontier of both a positive component and a negative component. A choice of such labels will be called a transverse orientation.
We will consider isotopy classes of surfaces transverse to L, i.e. given two surfaces transverse to L, we will consider them isotopic if there is an isotopy in which each intermediate surface is transverse to L. Moreover, two surfaces will be called sphere blind isotopic if they are related by a sequence of isotopies (transverse to L) and the following moves: We will allow ourselves to add or remove sphere components that bound balls in M disjoint from L and the rest of the surface. We also allow ourselves to attach a tube from any sphere component disjoint from L to any other component, or to pinch off a sphere component (i.e. the inverse of adding a tube).
A compressing disk for a surface S ⊂ M transverse to L is an embedded disk D ⊂ M whose interior is disjoint from S and L and whose boundary is an essential loop in S \ L. A bridge disk is a disk D ⊂ M with interior disjoint from S and L whose boundary consists of an arc in L and an (essential) arc with interior in S \ L. A K-disk is either a compressing disk or a bridge disk (The letter 'K' stands for knot.) and such a disk defines either a compression or bridge compression, respectively.
Following [8], we define the complex of surfaces S(M, L) as the cell complex whose vertices are sphere blind isotopy classes of transversely oriented, strongly separating surfaces transverse to L. Edges connect each surface to the surfaces that result from compressing or bridge compressing it. For each pair of disjoint compressions, there is a loop of up to four edges that correspond to compressing along the two disks in either order. We include a 2-cell in S(M, L) bounded by this loop for each such pair and higher dimensional cells correspond to larger collections of pairwise disjoint compressions.
Think of the vertices of S(M, L) arranged by negative Euler characteristic plus number of components (ignoring sphere components).
Compressions and boundary compressions reduce the negative Euler characteristic, so we can think of the corresponding edges as pointing down from the vertex. The descending link L v of a vertex v is the simplicialization of the subcomplex of its link spanned by the edges below the vertex. That is, we identify any two cells in this subcomplex with the same boundary.
The result is a flag simplicial complex whose vertices correspond to compressing disk and bridge compressing disks for the surface, with edges connecting disjoint disks. In other contexts, this complex is called the disk complex for the surface S representing v. The index of v is defined as zero when the descending link L v is empty, and otherwise is equal to i + 1 where π i (L v ) is the first non-trivial homotopy group of the descending link. This definition of index was introduced by Dave Bachman [2] (using the disk complex for the surface, but without the complex of surfaces) based on ideas first suggested by Hyam Rubinstein.
A bridge compression reduces the number of points of intersection between a surface and L, so if we isotope a surface S (by an isotopy that is not necessarily transverse to L) to minimize its intersection number with L, then there will be no bridge compressions for the resulting surface. Moreover, if S is incompressible then there will be no compressions in the complement of L, so the vertex v representing the resulting surface will have index zero (i.e. its descending link will be empty). Thus we have the following Lemma: 4. Lemma. If S is an incompressible surface for M then S is isotopic to an index-zero surface with respect to L.
Any Heegaard surface for M can be isotoped to be disjoint from L, and moreover it can be isotoped so that L is contained on either side, and S is completely compressible on the side not containing L. These isotopies and compressions determine an oriented path in S(M, L) in which the Heegaard surface appears as a local maximum. As in [8] , this path can be weakly reduced to a path with index-one maxima and index-zero minima. (This is one of the basic results of thin position, first shown by Gabai [4] , but we phrase it in terms of axiomatic thin position here for consistency.) Such a path may not contain an interior local minimum, but it will always contain a local maximum, and this will correspond to a surface with genus at most that of Σ. Thus we have the following: 5. Lemma. If Σ is a genus g Heegaard surface for M then there is an index-one surface S ⊂ M with respect to L with genus at most g that intersects L non-trivially.
If we can change one path in S(M, L) to another by replacing edges in one path by new edges such that new and old edges bound a face then we say that the two paths are related by a face slide. Any isotopy from a Heegaard surface Σ to itself can be extended to an ambient isotopy of M and determines a sequence of paths in S(M, L), related by face slides. By [8] , this sequence of paths can also be thinned, to a sequence consisting of a number of steps in which we replace two or more consecutive maxima with a single index-two maximum, then replace the index-two maximum with a new sequence of indexone maxima.
Each path in this sequence has at least one maximum of genus g and by following these maxima, we can find a path with index-two maxima and index-one and -zero maxima that corresponds to the isotopy. This is summed up as follows:
6. Lemma. If Σ is a strongly irreducible genus g Heegaard surface that is index-one with respect to L then every isotopy of Σ is defined by a (possibly constant) path in S(M, L) with index-two maxima and index-zero and -one minima, all all isotopic in M to Σ.
Each of these Lemmas implies the existence of a surface with nontrivial index with respect to L. To prove Theorems 1 and 3, we will show that the existence of such a surface implies a bound on the displacement of the monodromy map of π.
Flat surfaces
Flat surfaces were introduced in [9] in order to get more control over double sweep-outs of a 3-manifold. Here, we adapt the idea to comparing sweep-outs and open book decompositions.
Given an open book (L, π) as above, let N ⊂ M be the complement of an open regular neighborhood of L. Then N is a compact 3-manifold whose boundary consists of one or more tori. The restriction of π to N is a surface bundle map, which we will also denote by π : N → S 1 .
A page of π is a level surface F t = π −1 (t) for t ∈ S 1 . A vertical annulus A ⊂ N is an annulus whose interior is transverse to the pages of π and whose boundary consists of two loops in pages of π. A vertical band B ⊂ N is a disk that intersects the pages of π in parallel arcs, including two arcs in the boundary of B. The remaining two arcs of ∂B are contained in ∂N and transverse to the pages of π. A horizontal subsurface in N is a subsurface of a page F t .
The intersection of a surface Σ ⊂ M with N is a properly embedded surface in S ⊂ N. We will say that a compact, orientable, properly embedded surface S ⊂ N is flat if ∂S is essential in ∂N and S is the union of a collection of vertical annuli, vertical bands and horizontal subsurfaces such that any two vertical annuli or bands in S are disjoint. In particular, the boundaries of the vertical annuli must be boundary loops in horizontal subsurfaces. The boundaries of the vertical bands must be contained in the union of ∂N and the horizontal subsurfaces.
7. Lemma. Every piecewise linear surface properly embedded in N is isotopic to a flat surface.
Proof. If S is a piecewise linear surface then (after isotoping S slightly if necessary), the level sets of π| S will consist of simple closed curves, simple arcs and graphs in S. We can isotope S so as to make a regular neighborhood of each graph horizontal. The complement of these horizontal subsurfaces will be foliated by simple closed curves and properly embedded arcs, and thus consist of pairwise disjoint vertical annuli and vertical bands.
Orienting S 1 induces a collection of preferred normal vectors on each page F t . If S is strongly separating and transversely oriented in N then every horizontal subsurface F ×{a} has a positive component of N \S on one side and a negative component on the other. We will say that this subsurface faces up if the preferred normal vectors point towards the positive component and faces down if they point towards the negative component. (Every subsurface will face either up or down.) 8. Definition. We will say that a flat surface S is tight if the following conditions hold:
• No horizontal annulus disjoint from ∂N or disk with two arcs in ∂N has one adjacent vertical annulus/band above it and the other below.
• For every horizontal disk subsurface with two or fewer arcs in the boundary, the closest adjacent horizontal subsurface faces the opposite way from the disk.
• For every horizontal disk subsurface with three arcs in the boundary, the closest adjacent horizontal subsurface on the side with at least two vertical bands faces the opposite way from the disk.
• For every horizontal annulus component disjoint from ∂N with both adjacent vertical annuli above it (or below it), the closer adjacent horizontal subsurface faces the opposite way from the annulus.
Note that this is a generalization of the definition of tight surfaces in a sweep-out in [9] , with additional conditions because F has non-empty boundary.
9. Lemma. Every flat surface S is isotopic to a tight surface S ′ such that every horizontal subsurface of S is sent into a horizontal subsurface of S ′ or into a vertical band or annulus.
Proof. Let S be a flat surface and let E ⊂ S be a horizontal subsurface.
In each of the cases described above, we will define an isotopy that eliminates the bad subsurface. If E is a horizontal annulus whose adjacent vertical annuli go in opposite directions, we can shrink E to a single loop, turning the two vertical annuli into a single vertical annulus. If E is a disk with two arcs in ∂N and the adjacent bands going in opposite directions then we can employ a similar construction, shrinking the horizontal disk to an arc and combining the two vertical bands.
Otherwise, assume E is a disk with zero or one arcs in ∂N, a disk with two arcs ∂N and adjacent bands going the same direction or an annulus with both adjacent vertical annuli going in the same direction. If the horizontal subsurface E ′ adjacent to E faces the same way as E then the projections of the two horizontal subsurfaces into F must be disjoint (up to isotopy) and we can isotope E into the same level as E ′ . The same is true if E is a disk with three arcs in ∂D and the closest adjacent subsurface on the same side as at least two of the vertical bands faces the same way as E.
Essential surfaces
A flat surface S will be called essential if for every horizontal subsurface E = F t ∩ S, the complement ∂E \ ∂F t is a collection of essential loops and essential, properly embedded arcs in F t .
10.
Lemma. Assume S is the intersection of N with an index-zero (with respect to L) surface in M such that S \ N is a collection of essential disks in M \ N. If S is tight then S is essential.
Proof. If S is not essential then by definition there is a horizontal subsurface F ⊂ Σ t whose boundary contains a trivial loop. Lemma 19 in [9] states that if S is tight and there is a horizontal loop in S that is trivial in some F t then there is a horizontal loop that is essential in S and trivial in some F t . The Lemma generalizes directly to the case when F t has boundary, implying that if there is a horizontal arc or loop in S that is trivial in F t then there is an essential loop in S that is trivial in F t . An innermost (in Σ) such loop bounds a disk in N that defines a compressing disk for S, contradicting the assumption that S is the intersection of N with an index-zero surface.
We will show in later sections that index-one and -two surfaces are isotopic to surfaces that are either essential or have a slightly more complicated form. A subset S ∩ F t of a surface S ⊂ N is a subsurface with a flipped square if it consists of the union of a subsurface E of S and a disk E ′ in S such that E ∩ E ′ consists of four points. Moreover, the intersection of the vertical annuli or bands just above F t with those just below F t is these same four points. In such a subsurface, the disk E ′ faces the direction opposite from E. We will say that S ∩ F t has n flipped squares if S ∩ F t is the union of a subsurface of S and n disks, each of which intersects the subsurface in four points where vertical annuli and bands above and below that level intersect. Recall that a K-disk is either a compressing disk or bridge disk. If two K-disks for S have disjoint boundaries in the complement of L then either the disks define a face in the complex of surfaces or they consist of two bridge disks whose boundaries intersect in exactly two points in L. If S has a pair of horizontal disks D 1 , D 2 induced by bridge disks that intersect in two points in L then a regular neighborhood in S of ∂D 1 ∪ ∂D 2 and their two common boundary components is an annulus A, punctured twice by L which we will call a one-bridge annulus.
11. Definition. A surface S ⊂ N is an index-n essential surface if it consists of horizontal subsurfaces with k flipped squares, ℓ index-one annuli, where n = k +ℓ, and the horizontal boundaries of the remaining vertical arcs and loops are all essential.
We will see below that higher index surfaces can be made essential only if we allow flipped squares and one-bridge annuli. This is analogous to Bachman's result [2] that topologically minimal surfaces can be made to intersect a family of incompressible surfaces essentially, as long as we allow some number of tangencies with the incompressible surfaces.
Disks and band moves
To make an index-one or index-two tight surface S ⊂ N essential, we will use its K-disks to define a sequence of moves of the following type:
Let E 1 , E 2 ⊂ S be horizontal subsurfaces of a tight surface S ⊂ N in consecutive levels of S 1 such that (without loss of generality) E 1 is below E 2 and first assume the subsurfaces face opposite ways. Let I ⊂ S 1 be the interval between the levels containing E 1 and E 2 . We can think of these as subsurfaces of F . Let α be a properly embedded arc in E 1 such that the endpoints of α are in vertical bands or annuli that are above E 1 .
Because we can locally project α between pages, we will abuse notation and talk about the intersection of α with subsurfaces in other pages. Assume α ∩ E 2 is empty or consists of a regular neighborhood in α of one or both of its endpoints. Then the vertical band α × I between the levels containing E 1 and E 2 forms a disk whose boundary consists of an arc in S and a horizontal arc α ′ which is the closure of α \ E 2 .
The endpoints of α ′ are contained in one or two vertical annuli or bands above E 2 . Assume I ′ ⊂ S 1 is the interval above I such that the level defined by the upper endpoint of I ′ contains horizontal subsurfaces E 3 of S facing the same way as E 1 . Note that this implies α ′ will be disjoint from E 3 . Then α ′ × I ′ is a disk whose boundary intersects S in two vertical arcs. The union D = (α × I) ∪ (α ′ × I ′ ) is a disk whose boundary consists of an arc in S and the horizontal arc parallel to α ′ . Let S ′ be the result of isotoping S across the disk D as in Figure 2 , then pulling the resulting flat surface tight.
12. Definition. We will say that S ′ is the result of a band move on S.
α Figure 2 . The red disk defines a band move from the surface on the left to the surface on the right.
A similar move can be defined under a number of weaker circumstances. Assume there is an essential subsurface E ′ ⊂ E 2 such that in F , the intersection α ∩ E ′ is either empty or consists of interval neighborhoods of one or both endpoints of α. Then we can form a new flat surface as follows: Isotope the subsurface E ′ of E 2 down to the level defined by the midpoint of I. The arc α now intersects the horizontal subsurface above E 1 in a way that allows us to perform a band move, creating a non-empty up-facing level in the interior of I.
If E 1 , E 2 face the same way, we can imagine an empty subsurface between them. In this case the band move takes a subsurface from E 1 directly into E 2 . Similarly, if E 1 and E 2 face opposite directions, but the next level E 3 faces the same way as E 2 , we can imagine an empty subsurface just above E 2 and move a band from E 1 into this empty subsurface. In all these cases, we will also say that the resulting surface S ′ is a band move of S. Before we begin using band moves in Section 5, we need two technical lemmas.
13. Lemma. Assume S is the intersection of N with a surface Σ ⊂ M. If S is a tight surface in M then every bridge disk for Σ can be isotoped so that its intersection with ∂N is a level arc in some ∂F t .
Proof. The complement M \(N ∪L) is homeomorphic to a torus cross an interval and the intersection of Σ with this submanifold is a collection of properly embedded, vertical annuli. The intersection of the boundary of a bridge disk D with N consists of a collection of arcs with a total of two endpoints in L. The arcs that do not have endpoints in L can be isotoped within Σ out of N. We can further isotope D to eliminate any disks of intersection disjoint from Σ. After this isotopy, the intersection of D with M \ (N ∪ L) will be a vertical band containing α, so D ∩ ∂M will be a single arc parallel to α and can be isotoped to a level arc in ∂N.
For any K-disk
A tetrapod is a saddle with four vertices in ∂D. Such a level τ cuts D into four disks. If D is a bridge disk then one of the four disks contains the arc ∂D ∩ N. If three of the disks are disjoint from ∂N and do not contain any tetrapods then we will say that τ is an outermost tetrapod. As Schultens showed in [15] , if D is not vertical or horizontal then there must be an outermost tetrapod. The Lemma below also appears in [9] but we include it here for completeness.
14. Lemma. If a disk D for a tight surface S containing an outermost tetrapod τ then there is a sequence of band moves of S after which we can isotope D in N to eliminate τ .
Proof. Let D 1 , D 2 , D 3 be the disks in the complement of τ that are disjoint from ∂N and from all the tetrapods other than τ , labelled so that D 2 is adjacent to both D 1 and D 3 . The boundary of D consists of vertical arcs and horizontal arcs. If the restriction of π to D 1 has a local maximum then we can push this maximum down to cancel it with the nearest saddle in D 1 . This isotopy occurs within a ball in N, so if a portion of S is in the way, we can isotope it down as well. Moreover, this isotopy can be extended to any other K for S without producing new tetrapods. If we repeat the process to eliminate all maxima and minima in D 1 , D 2 and D 3 , each disk D i will be foliated by arcs, with a single maximal or minimal arc
Without loss of generality, assume that the horizontal arc α 2 is above D 2 . Then by construction, the horizontal arcs α 1 , α 3 in D 1 ∩ ∂D and D 3 ∩ ∂D, respectively, are below D 1 and D 3 . The tetrapod τ is contained in a page F a sitting between two horizontal subsurfaces in S. Each disk D i intersects every level between α i and τ in an arc parallel to the projection of α i . If one of these levels contains a horizontal subsurface of S then the projection of α i will be disjoint from it or intersect it in a neighborhood of one or both of its endpoints. Thus there is a band move of S that moves each α i past each level between it and τ .
In the surface S ′ that results from these band moves for the three disks, the arcs α 1 , α 3 sit in the level surface of S ′ below τ and α 2 sits in the level subsurface surface just above τ . The projections of α 1 , α 2 , α 3 into the level surface Σ × {a} containing the tetrapod τ are parallel to subgraphs of τ , so their projections are isotopic to pairwise disjoint arcs. The vertical disk defined by α 2 will thus intersect a regular neighborhood of α 1 ∪ α 3 in the complement of a regular neighborhood of its endpoints. Thus we can perform a band move in which we split the subsurface containing α 1 ∪ α 3 into two subsurfaces and pull α 2 down past the top one containing α 1 ∪ α 3 . After this band move, the arc α 2 is below α 1 , α 3 , so we can isotope D to remove the tetrapod τ .
Index-one surfaces
If a tight surface S contains a horizontal subsurface with a boundary loop or arc that is trivial in F then an innermost (in F ) such loop or arc defines a compressing disk or bridge disk (respectively) for S. We will call these horizontal disks. Any two horizontal disks are disjoint away from L and the bridge disks defined any two horizontal arcs intersect in one or two points in L. To make a tight surface S into an essential surface, we must eliminate all horizontal disks via band moves.
15.
Lemma. Every index-one surface is represented by an essential surface in N, possibly with one flipped square or one-bridge annulus.
Proof. Let S be the intersection of N with a surface representing an index-one vertex v in S(M, H). Let D − , D + be a pair of K-disks in different components of the disk complex for S. (In general, D − will be on the negative side of S and D + on the positive side, but for the sake of generality that will be useful later, we will not specify this.)
If D + is not vertical or horizontal then it contains an outermost tetrapod and there is a sequence of band moves defining a sequence of tight surfaces S 0 , S 1 , . . . , S k ′ that eliminate the tetrapod. If the image of D + after these band moves is still not vertical or horizontal then we can extend this sequence by further band moves until D + contains no tetrapods, and is thus vertical or horizontal. If the final image of D + is vertical then either S is the boundary of a neighborhood of a horizontal loop or there is a final band move that makes D + horizontal. In the first case, S cannot be index-one, so we will assume that we can make D + horizontal. Let S 0 , . . . , S k be the resulting sequence of tight surfaces. Define a similar sequence S 0 , S −1 , . . . , S −ℓ based on the disk D − . If some S i is essential then we have found an essential representative of S.
Otherwise, as noted above, each S i contains an essential loop or arc bounding a horizontal K-disk D i ⊂ F t .
The band move from S 0 to S 1 consists of three parts: First, we are allowed to separate a horizontal subsurface of S 0 into two subsurfaces, along a collection of essential curves, producing S ′ 0 . Next, we move a band from a second horizontal subsurface past one of these, to get S ′ 1 . Finally, we make S ′ 1 tight to produce S 1 . Splitting a horizontal subsurface of S 0 does not create or eliminate any trivial vertical bands or annuli, so any horizontal disk for S 0 is isotopic to a horizontal disk for S ′ 0 and vice versa. Similarly, pulling S ′ 1 tight does not produce new horizontal loops or arcs, so any horizontal disk for S 1 is isotopic to a horizontal disk for S , contradicting the assumption that these disks are in distinct path components. Thus there must be a value i such that no horizontal disk is common to both S i and S i+1 .
Let E be the disk defining the band move from S ′ 0 to S ′ 1 . The move affects three horizontal levels, which we will label F − < F 0 < F + . If we perform only the first half of the band move, which brings the band into the level of F 0 , then the resulting surface S ′′ contains a flipped square in this level, as in Figure 3 .
The horizontal loops and arcs in S ′′ disjoint from the flipped square are precisely those loops and arcs contained in both S Proof. Because S is an index-two surface, there is a sequence B 1 , . . . , B ℓ of K-disks forming an essential loop in the disk complex for S. Applying the construction in Lemma 15, we can find for each disk B i a sequence of surfaces S i j , each ending in a surface in which B i is horizontal. Consecutive disks B i , B i+1 in the sequence are disjoint so the band moves defined by B i , B i+1 are disjoint and thus commute with each other. In other words, performing the first j band moves defined by B i , and the first k band moves defined by B i+1 in any order produces the same flat surface, which we will call S i j,k . We will think of these arranged in a rectangle, as in there is a horizontal disk common to every such pair of surfaces, and choose a disk for each pair. To avoid excessive notation, we will not label this disk, but instead say that it is the disk associated to the band move.
Every square of surfaces
is defined by two disjoint band moves between the four surfaces. If there is no horizontal disk in common with all four surfaces, then, similarly to the indexone case, stopping both band moves mid-way produces an index-two surface with two flipped squares. If this occurs for any of the squares then, again, the proof is complete.
Thus we will assume that for each such square, there is a horizontal disk D ′i j,k common to all four of the surfaces. The disks defined by the surfaces and by the band moves determine a loop in the disk complex with up to eight vertices and D ′i j,k is disjoint from all these disks (possibly isotopic to one or more of them). If D ′i j,k is not a bridge disk that intersects one of the loop disks in two points in L then D ′i j,k is connected to each vertex of the loop by an edge in the disk complex for S. Because the disk complex is flag, this defines a collection of triangles forming disk bounded by the loop.
If this were the case for each square in the grid defined by the loop B 1 , . . . , B k then the union of disks defined in this way would form an immersed disk bounded by this loop. However, this contradicts the assumption that the loop B 1 , . . . , B k is homotopy non-trivial in the disk complex.
Thus for some square of surfaces, any horizontal disk common to the four flat surfaces is a bridge disk intersecting one of these bridge disks After reading this proof, a rough outline for generalizing the theorem to higher indices should be clear. However, for our present purposes, we will only need to understand surfaces of index zero, one and two.
Distance
In this section and the next, we show that the existence of essential flat surfaces in N implies a bound on the displacement distance of an open book decomposition. We will divide the problem into a number of cases, depending on the index of the essential flat surface S and the number of points in S ∩ L.
Lemma. If S is a genus g essential flat surface and S
Note that the bound is in terms of the genus of S, rather than Euler characteristic. In other words, the bound does not depend on the number of boundary components of S, only on the genus of the surface that results from filling in those boundary components. In fact, we will see below that having more than two boundary components produces a lower bound than stated.
Proof. Let 2n be the number of points in the intersection S ∩ L. (The number of points must be even because S is strongly separating, as well as because L is homology trivial in M.)
Identify S 1 with the interval [0, 1] with its endpoints glued together, so that the page F 0 does not contain a horizontal subsurface of S. Because S is transverse to the link L, we can choose meridian disks for the complement of N (which is a regular neighborhood of L) that are disjoint from S. This defines a point in each boundary component of each F t and we will let m be the union of these points.
Let c 1 < · · · < c k be the levels containing horizontal subsurfaces of S. Let b 1 , . . . , b k be levels not containing horizontal subsurfaces such that c i < b i < c i+1 , b 0 = 0 and b k = 1.
The identification of S 1 with a quotient of [0, 1] determines a map p : F × [0, 1] → N that sends F × {0} and F × {1} to F 0 . We can project the intersection of S with each F t into F by taking its preimage in p. This projects S ∩ F 0 to a collection of loops and arcs and projects S ∩ F 1 onto its image under the monodromy map φ. We will show that the distance between any loop in F 0 and any loop in F 1 is at most max{4g, 3}.
The projection of each horizontal subsurface S ∩ F c i is (up to isotopy disjoint from the marked points m) the union of the projections of S ∩ F b i and S ∩ F b i−1 . Thus these two collections of loops project to pairwise disjoint (up to isotopy) collections of arcs and loops in F . If we pick an arc or loop from each S ∩ F c i , the result will thus be a path in C(F ).
Recall that we have assumed there are 2n > 0 points in S∩L. The intersection S ∩∂(F t ) must contain 2n components for each i, so each S ∩ F b i contains n arcs and some number of loops. Let {α 0,0 , α 0,1 , . . . , α 0,n } be the arcs in S ∩ F b 1 . For each i ≤ k, we will label the arcs {α i,j } such that if there is an arc in F b i ∩ S isotopic to α i−1,j then we let α i,j = α i−1,j .
Each sequence (α i,j ) as we fix j and vary i defines a path in the arc complex for F . The final arc in the sequence is the image under the monodromy of some α 0,j ′ and is thus disjoint from the image of α 0,j . Thus d(π) is at most the number of arcs in the path (α i,j ). The arcs α i,j (varying both i and j) form parallel families corresponding to the vertical bands in S. The length of the shortest path will thus be at most the number of vertical bands divided by n (the number of arcs at each stage.)
The vertical bands and annuli define a decomposition of the surface S along arcs and loops. We can calculate the Euler characteristic of S \ L from the complementary pieces by noting that each loop contributes zero to the Euler characteristic, while each arc contributes exactly one. (The endpoints of the arc are not in the open surface S \ L, so we will not count them.) Since each arc appears in exactly two complementary pieces, each piece adds its Euler characteristic minus half the number of adjacent arcs to the total Euler characteristic of S \ L.
Because S is tight, every horizontal disk is adjacent to at least four arcs and contributes 1 − = −1 to the total. An annulus with one or more arcs in the boundary also contributes at most −1 to the total. Any other type of piece contributes strictly less than that. In particular, every piece contributes at most negative one fourth the number of adjacent arcs. Since each arc appears in two pieces, the total number of arcs is at most twice the Euler characteristic of S \ L.
The Euler characteristic of S is 2 − 2g − 2n so for g ≥ 1, the length of the longest path (α i,j ) at most − 18. Lemma. If S is a genus g essential surface with one or more flipped squares (but no one-bridge annuli) and
Proof. First consider the case when there is a single level containing exactly one flipped square in S. Parameterize S 1 so that the flipped square is in level F 0 . Let ǫ > 0 be small enough that there are no other horizontal subsurfaces between F 1−ǫ , F 1 = F 0 and F ǫ . We can think of a flipped square as coming from a band move that has been stopped half way through. By either completing the band move, or undoing the beginning of the move, we can find two different flat surfaces S − , S + . If either of these is essential then Lemma 17 implies the distance bound that we want. Thus we will assume that neither of these surfaces is essential.
The horizontal loops of S − or S + result pinching two parallel sides of the flipped square together, then isotope the resulting loops to remove the two resulting bigons. If both S − and S + are inessential then pinching along each pair of parallel arcs/loops must create a trivial arc or loop. Pinching a loop to itself along a non-trivial arc cannot produce a trivial loop. If pinching two essential loops together creates a trivial loop or arc then the two original loops/arcs must be parallel. Thus the loops/arcs involved in the flipped square consist of two pairs of parallel loops/arcs so that each type of loop/arc intersects the other type in exactly one point. Such loops are distance exactly two in the curve complex.
Similarly, if two arcs are pinched together in both directions, then each arc on one side intersects each arc on the other in a single point. If on either side an arc is pinched to itself then this creates a trivial arc and an essential loop. Since the essential loop is disjoint from the above and below arcs, the above and below arcs again have distance exactly two.
We conclude that every loop or arc in S ∩ F ǫ is disjoint from every loop or arc in S ∩ F −ǫ , except for up to two pairs of loops/arcs that are distance two. On the other hand, note that the Euler characteristic of the surface S − that results from resoling the flipped square is the same whether or not the arcs/loops in the intermediate subsurface are essen If S contains a number of levels, each containing a single flipped square then we can cut S 1 into a number of intervals at these horizontal subsurfaces. For each flipped square, there is extra Euler characteristic to account for the distance two arcs/loops.
If there is a horizontal subsurface with more than one flipped square, then we can again assume that resolving any one of the flipped squares produces an inessential flat surface. By a similar argument to that above, we find that each loop/arc intersects each flipped square at most once or is disjoint from a loop that misses one flipped square and intersects each remaining flipped square at most once. The total number of intersection points between loops/arcs above and below the horizontal subsurface is the number of flipped squares. The distance between two loops/arcs is at most one plus the log (base two) of the intersection number. On the other hand, by resolving the flipped squares, we find extra Euler characteristic to offset the extra distance, so we again find that the displacement distance is at most max{4g, 3}.
Mostly horizontal surfaces
In the remaining cases, there exist surfaces that do not imply a distance bound. For example, let S be a surface that consists of a collection of annuli within a regular neighborhood of ∂N and coincides with two pages F t , F s outside this regular neighborhood. In the case when F has more than one boundary component, choose the vertical annuli to be on both sides of F t . In the case when there is one boundary component, isotope the vertical annulus (in M) to a one-bridge annulus. We leave it as an exercise to the reader to show that for d(π) sufficiently high, the resulting surface will have topological index one. In other words, this surface is strongly irreducible, but because such a surface exists no matter what the monodromy is, it cannot bound the distance.
In general, we will say that a flat surface S ⊂ N is mostly horizontal if it can be compressed and isotoped in N to a flat (though not necessarily essential) surface S ′ such that for some regular neighborhood C ⊂ N of ∂N, the complement S ′ \C is a union of pages (F t ∪F s )\C. Equivalently, all the vertical bands and vertical annuli of S ′ are trivial or parallel into ∂N.
19. Lemma. If S is a genus g essential flat surface, possibly with one or more flipped squares, S is (topologically) index-zero, -one or -two and S ∩ L = ∅ then either S is mostly horizontal or d(π) ≤ 2g − 2.
Proof. As in Lemma 17, we identify S 1 with the interval [0, 1] with its endpoints glued together, so that the level 0 does not contain a horizontal subsurface of S. Because S is disjoint from L, there are no vertical bands in S, so we will form a path of loops in the curve complex for F .
If every level F t ∩S contains a loop that is not boundary parallel in F t then we can form a path as in the proof of Lemma 17, and the length of the path will be bounded by the number of horizontal subsurfaces in S. No horizontal subsurface is an annulus, so every horizontal subsurface has Euler characteristic at most −1, and the length of the path is at most 2g − 2, the negative Euler characteristic of the genus g surface S.
Otherwise, without loss of generality assume F 0 is a level such that every loop F t ∩ S is boundary parallel. (This includes the possibility that the intersection is empty.) Outside a regular neighborhood C ⊂ N of ∂N, the page F 0 \ C is entirely on either the positive side or the negative side of S. If F 0 \ C is on the positive side of S then we will say that F 0 is mostly above S. If it is on the negative side of S, we will say it is mostly below S.
Without loss of generality, assume F 0 is mostly above S. If there is a second level F t that is mostly below S then the intersection of S with F × [0, t] \ C separates the top and bottom of the surface product. The only incompressible surfaces in F × [0, 1] are copies of pages or have boundary that intersects F × {0, 1} in essential loops and arcs. If we maximally compress S within F × [0, t] \ C, the resulting surface will be incompressible and will separate F × {0} from F × {0}, so it must be isotopic to F s for some s ∈ (0, t). The same argument applies to the intersection of S with F × [t, 1] \ C. Thus if one page of the open book is mostly above S and another is mostly below then S can be compressed down to two copes of F , i.e. S is a mostly horizontal surface.
If there is no page F t mostly below S then S must be compressible, since it is contained in F ×[0, 1], its boundary is isotopic into ∂F ×[0, 1] but the surface does not consist of a union of pages. In other words, S does not have index zero, so it has index one or two by assumption. The set of disks on one side of a compressible form a contractible disk complex [13, Theorem 5.3 ] so any surface with compressing disks on only one side does not have a well defined index. Since S has index zero, one or two by assumption, S must be compressible to both sides.
Let D be a maximal set of compressing disks on the positive side of S. Let S 0 , . . . , S k be a sequence of surfaces resulting from band moves defined by the disks D, after compressing along any trivial vertical annulus that results from a band move. (Thus each S i will be an essential flat surface.) The final surface S k will be either incompressible or empty. After each band move, one of two things may happen: There may no longer be any pages mostly above S or there may be a new page that is mostly below S.
If, after the band move producing S i , the last page mostly above S i−1 is removed before any pages mostly below S i appear, then S i is an essential flat surface with non-boundary-parallel arcs/loops at every level and we get the distance bound of 2g − 2. If, on the other hand, a page becomes mostly below S i before the last page mostly above S i−1 is eliminated then S i will be mostly horizontal, by the second argument above. Since S i is either isotopic to S or the result of compressing S, this implies S is also mostly horizontal.
If, however, the last page mostly above S i−1 is eliminated in the same step that some page becomes mostly below S i , we can stop the band move half way through, to find a flat surface S ′ with an additional flipped square, such that no page is mostly above or below S ′ . Having one or more flipped squares does not affect the distance bound so in this case, following the proof of Lemma 18, we still get the distance bound 2g − 2.
We can now combine the different arguments described so far to prove the most general version of this Lemma: 20. Lemma. If S is a genus g essential surface, possibly with one or more flipped squares and up to two one-bridge annuli and S is (topologically) index-zero, -one or -two then either S is mostly horizontal or d(π) ≤ 4g + 8. For zero or one flipped squares or one-bridge annuli, the inequality becomes d(π) ≤ 4g + 4.
Proof. Because this proof combines arguments from the previous Lemmas, we will give only a rough description of the proof. Let 2n be the number of points in S ∩L and let k be the number of one-bridge annuli. If n > k then there are at least n − k essential horizontal arcs between consecutive horizontal subsurfaces, so we can apply the argument from Lemma 17. The Euler characteristic of S is 2 − 2g − 2n and there are n − k paths of arcs, so the length of the longest path (α i,j ) is at most − 4−4g−4n n−k
. By assumption, k is at most 2. When g ≥ 1, the total is at most 4g + 8, which happens when k = 2 and n = 3. For g = 0, the total is at most 8. If we do the same calculations with n ≤ k + 1, we find that the bound is 4g + 4 for g ≥ 1 and 4 for g = 0.
Otherwise, we must have n = k. In this case, there may be a level F t such that S ∩ F t does not contain an essential loop or arc. We apply the argument in the proof of Lemma 19 to find either an essential subsurface with essential loops/arc at every level or an essential surface S ′ in which there is one page mostly above S ′ and a second page mostly below S ′ . In the first case, we get the distance bound of 2g + 6. In the second case, we find that S is mostly horizontal. Thus for any values of n, k, the distance is at most 4g + 8. The path E has an interior maximum v that represents a surface S isotopic to Σ. This maximum has index one in S(M, L) so by Lemma 15, v is represented by an essential surface with at most one flipped disk or a one-bridge annulus. By Lemma 20, this implies that either d ≤ 4g + 4 or S can be compressed to a surface isotopic to the union of two pages of the surface bundle. By assumption, d > 4g + 4 so the latter condition must be satisfied and Σ can be compressed down to the Heegaard surface induced by (L, π). By Proposition 22 in [7] , this implies that Σ is in fact a stabilization of the Heegaard surface induced by the open book decomposition.
We next need to show that every automorphism of Σ is induced by this open book. Every element of Isot(M, Σ) is defined by an ambient isotopy of M (not necessarily fixing L) that takes Σ off iteself, then back to itself. This isotopy defines a sequence of paths in S(M, Σ). By Lemma 6, this implies that there is a path in the complex of surfaces with index-two maxima and index-one and -zero minima, all with genus g and related by bridge compressions. Each can be isotoped to an essential flat surface. Because of the distance bound, all of these surfaces must be mostly horizontal.
Note that the Euler characteristic of Σ is exactly twice that of F , so outside a regular neighborhood C of L, each surface consists of two pages of the open book. Within each solid torus component of C, there is either a pair of bridge disks defining a one-bridge annulus for Σ or an essential annulus with one boundary loop in L and the other in Σ. Since Σ \ C is essential, these bridge disks/annuli are unique and the isotopy can be extended to them.
Moreover, the isotopy can be further extended to a regular neighborhood of the disks and annuli, which is isotopic to C. Thus the isotopy of Σ is defined by an isotopy of two pages of the surface bundle N \ C. The only such isotopy is the one that spins the pages around the surface bundle structure so the isotopy of Σ is the book rotation defined by the open book decomposition. 
